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1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the asymptotic behavior of

solutions of ordinary difference equations with "almost constant coefficients,"

i.e., equations having the form

(1.1) yin + l) = Jyin)+fin,yin)),

where y is a d-vector, J is a constant d x d matrix and/(n, y) is a vector-valued

function which is continuous in y for fixed n and becomes "small" in some

sense as (n,y)->(co,0). Systems of this type have been studied by Perron,

among others; see for example [10]. Perron has also investigated the analogous

problem of the asymptotic behavior of solutions of the differential equation

(1-2) ^=Jy + git,y),

where git,y) is continuous in (i,y) and becomes "small" as (/,y)-*(oo,0), cf.

[9]. These two papers of Perron serve to illustrate the parallel which exists be-

tween the two problems. It is the purpose of this paper to present analogues

for difference equations of several recent developments in the theory of the

asymptotic behavior of solutions of the differential equation (1.2).

The first theorem below is the analogue for difference equations of a theorem

of Hartman and Wintner [6,(*)] which deals with asymptotic integration of (1.2)

on a logarithmic scale. The latter terminology derives from the fact that what

is asserted is the following : corresponding to each eigenvalue X of J, there exist

solutions y = y(í) of (1.2) satisfying

(1.3) í_1log[y(í)| = ReX + oil)       as i->co,

where |y| denotes the norm of the vector y. The analogue of (1.3) for the dif-

ference equation (1.1) is

(1.4) IK«)!17" = \M +o(l)       as n^co.

It can be assumed that (1.1) can be written in the form

y\n + 1) = Jrfin) + fin, yin)),       i = 1,2,3,
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where y = (y1,y2,y3) and the absolute values of the eigenvalues of Jt, J2 and

J3 are respectively less than, equal to, and greater than |X\.Theorem 3.1 asserts

that if y¿ and yo v4 0 are given and if n0 is sufficiently large, then (1.1) has a

solution y = y(n) such that

(1.5) y1(no) = y1o,      y2(n0) = y20,

(1.4) holds, and | y'(n) | = o(\ y2(n)\) as n -> co for i = 1,3. Results of this type,

both for differential equations [9, Satz 11] and for difference equations [10,

Satz 11] have been proved by Perron. For the differential equations case, Hart-

man and Wintner, in the theorem mentioned above, have weakened Perron's

condition

(1.6) g(t,0)^0, |g(i,yi)-g(i,y2)|/|yi-y2|^0as(f,yi,y2)-*(co,0,0)

on g(t,y) in (1.2) to

(1.7) |g(i,y)|/|y|-0as(i,y)^(oo,0).

With the exception that Perron's uniqueness assertion fails under this weaker

hypothesis, the conclusion of their theorem contains that of Satz 11, [9] of

Perron. Similarly in [10, Satz 11], Perron requires the analogue of (1.6) for f(n,y)

in (1.1), i.e.,

(1.8) /(n,0) = 0, |/(n,y1)-/(n,y2)|/|y1-y2|->0 as (n,y1,y2)->(cc,0,0).

He proves, then, that there exists a unique solution of (1.1) satisfying (1.5) and

(1.4). In Theorem 3.1 below, with the exception of the uniqueness assertion,

the conclusion of Perron's theorem is obtained under the weaker assumption

(1.9) |/(n,y)|/|y|-»0as(n,y)-»(oo,0).

The conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is refined in Corollary 4.1. This assertion generalizes

a result of Gelfond and Kubenskaya [4] which in turn refines a classical theorem

concerning the linear, scalar equation of order d,

(1.10) x(n + d) + (ai + bt(n))x(n + d - I)) + ••• + (ad + bd(n))x(n) = 0.

The result of Gelfond and Kubenskaya states that if the d roots Xl,---,Xdoî the

characteristic polynomial

(1.11) Xd + a1Xd~1 +■■■ +ad = 0

of the unperturbed part of (1.10) satisfy \Xy | < •■• < | Xd\, and if the | bj(n)\,

j = 0,---,d have a common positive majorant ß(n) satisfying

(1.12) lim ß(n)  = 0,

(1.13) "}(n + l)= ß(n),

(1.14) liminfpXn + l)lß(n) = 1,
n->00
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then to each i, i = 1, •••,d, there corresponds a solution x,(n) of (1.10) such that

(1.15) xin + l)IXi(n) = A, 4- 0(ß(n)).

In particular, Corollary 4.1 will be seen to imply that (1.14) can be weakened to

(1.16) lim inf ß(n 4-1)/ ß(n)>    max   (|A,|/|AI+1|).
n->oo lgi<d

The proof given in [4] works without modification if (1.14) is replaced by (1.16)

In §§ 6 and 9 below, asymptotic formulae for the solutions of (1.1) are devel-

oped. Theorem 6.1 is the analogue of (f) in [6], the latter is a non linear version

of a theorem first proved by Dunkel [1] for the linear case of (1.2). A refinement

of Dunkel's theorem for the linear case is (**) [5]; another proof for the non-

linear case has been given by Olech [8]. To my knowledge, the literature

contains no theorem of this type for the difference equation (1.1) where J is

allowed to have characteristic numbers and elementary divisors of arbitrary

multiplicities. Gelfond and Kubenskaya have, as an immediate corollary of the

theorem referred to above, that when S00 ß(n) < oo, then for each i = 1, •••, d,

there exists a solution x = x¡(n) of (1.10) such that xt(n) = A"[l + 0( T^.iß(n))]

as n->oo. Theorem 6.1 or a theorem of Evgrabov [2], implies that if

S°° | b¡(n)\ < oo, for i = \,—,d, then for each i, (1.10) has a solution satisfying

x¡(n) = X"(\ + o(l)), as n -> oo. Evgrabov has proved the case of Theorem 6.1,

where f(n,y) is linear in y for each n, J is diagonal, and all of the eigenvalues

of J are distinct, though not necessarily of distinct absolute value. Actually the

case where J is diagonal but does not have distinct eigenvalues is easily reduced

to the case treated by Evgrabov by a linear change of dependent variable, not

affecting his condition on/(n,y).

Theorems 9.1 and 9.2 also are analogues of theorems concerning differential

equations (cf. (i), (ii) of [5]). In particular, the results of §9 contain a theorem

of W. Ford [3] concerning the case d = 2 of (1.10); cf. §10.

§10 deals with applications of the theorems of §§6 and 9 to the scalar equation

(1.10) and in particular to the second order case.

Apparently essential to the relaxation of (1.6) to (1.7) for the asymptotic in-

gration of (1.2) on the logarithmic scale, and to the proof of the nonlinear ana-

logue of Dunkel's theorem is some sort of topological argument, such as, for

example, the principle embodied in the theorem of Wazewski [11]. As would

be expected, a topological argument also seems essential to the proofs of the

analogous theorems for difference equations. Due to the discrete nature of the

independent variable in this case, there appears to be no natural analogue of

Wazewski's theorem for difference equations. Adequate as a substitute in the

cases treated here is Lemma 3.1, whose proof is based on an argument involving

the mapping degree. The lemma is, in fact, equivalent to the Brouwer fixed point

theorem.
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2. Preliminary lemmas. This section contains several preliminary lemmas

concerning two-dimensional systems of inequalities of the form

(2.1) uin + 1) = auin) +/(n)(«(n) + v(n)),

(2.2) i<n + l) ^ xvin)-fin)iuin) + vin)).

It will be assumed that/(n) is defined for 0, l,---, and is real and non-negative,

that

(2.3) lim fin) = 0,
n-»°o

and that

(2.4) 0 = a < x.

Lemma 2.1. Let a,x be constants satisfying (2.4). Let uin) and vin) be non-

negative functions of the integral variable n, defined for n0^n^n° and satis-

fying (2.1)-(2.2). Then, for any e > 0, there exists an N = A/(e), such that if

n0 — N and u(n0) < evin0), then vin) > 0 for n0^n^n° and

(2.5) uin) < evin)

for n0 ̂  n g n°.

Proof. Choose A/(e) so large that both (1 + e)/(n) < x and

(o-E +/(n))(l + e)/(r -/(n))(l + e) < e hold for all n ^ Nie). When n0 ̂  Nie).

the conclusion follows for n0^n^n° by induction on n. If, for some n,

n0^n^ n°,vin) > 0, and (2.5) holds, then i;(n + 1) = w(n) -/(n)(l + e)i;(n) > 0

and one obtains

uin + 1)1 vin + l) = [auin) + /(n)(«(n) + vin))] / |>(n) -fin)iuin) + vin))],

uin + 1)1 vin + 1) g [o-E +/(n)(l + e)]/[t -/(n)(l + e)] < e,

and so (2.5) holds for n + 1.

It is clear from the proof just completed that when (2.3) is not assumed, the

following variant of Lemma 2.1 will hold.

Lemma 2.1'. Let a,x, uin) and vin) be as in Lemma 2.1. Then for any

6 > 0, there exists a Ô = ¿(e) > 0 such that if (2.5) holds for n = n0 and if

0 úfin) Û -5(e) for n0^n^ n°, then vin) > 0 and (2.5) holds for n0 = n = n°.

Lemma 2.2. Let a,x be constants satisfying (2.4). Let uin), vin) be defined

and non-negative for n = n0 and satisfy (2.1)—(2.2) and

(2.6) uin) + vin) ¥= 0.

Either (a) r{n) = u(n)¡v{n) is defined for all sufficiently large n and

(2.7) Um rf>) = 0,
B-»0O
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or (ß) s(n) = v(n)¡u(n) is defined for all sufficiently large n and

(2.8) lim s(n) = 0.
w-*oo

Proof. Assume that (ß) fails to hold. Then there exists an s > 0 such that

(2.5) holds for arbitrarily large values of n. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, v(n) > 0 for

all sufficiently large values of n and (2.5) holds.

Let some number p be chosen, so that <t/t < p < 1. Since (ß) fails to hold,

there is an JV0 so large that for all n = N0, v(n) > 0, and, for some e > 0, (2.5)

holds, x -f(n)(l + s) > 0, and (o +f(n))¡(x -f(n)(l + s)) < p. It follows that

r(n + 1) — pr(n) + cf(n) for n — N0, where c> 0. Upon iterating this inequality

one obtains
n — m— 1

(2.9) r(n) = /i""'V(m) + c     Z   plf(n - I - I)
1=0

for n > m = N0. Let (p(n) be a positive majorant for f(n), defined for n = N0,

and assume that

(2.10) lim <p(n) = 0 and  <p(n + l)/(p(n) = a > o\x for  n^N0.
fï->00

It may be supposed that p < a. From (2.9), one has

00

r(n) = p"-mr(m) + ca~V(«) S (nl*y
1 = 0

for n > m = N0. Thus

(2.11) r(n) = 0(cp(n)).

This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.

If (ß) holds and if 1 > p > o\x, then for all sufficiently large n,

s(n + 1) ^ p~1s(n) — cf(n), where c> 0. Iterating this inequality yields

s(n + k) = p~k[s(n) - c T,l¡=lplf(n + I - 1)]. Since p,< 1, it follows from (1.8),

on letting k-> oo, that

00

(2.12) s(n) = c   I p'f(n + 1-1).
1 = 1

Thus if \p(n) is any positive majorant for f(n) such that

lim \¡i(n) = 0   and   \¡/(n + 1) ̂  \¡/(n),

then

(2.14) s(n) = 0(ip(n)).

Lemma 2.3. Let the hypothesis of Lemma 2.2 hold and assume, in addi-

tion, that for some p, l-—p < co, f(n)elp, i.e., 2"=i |/(n)|p < co. Then if

(a)    holds,     E'^njKn)!''< co   for   some    n0;   and    if   (ß)    holds     then

2r=no|s(n)|P< co>/°r some no-
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Proof. In view of Minkowski's inequality, (2.9) and (2.12), it suffices to

prove that if f(n) e lp, then h(n) = Z,"~o ¿fif1 - I - 1) and

g(n) = Sr=i/i'/(« + / - 1) belong to l" also. Write g(n) = E,°°=„Aí'""+1/(0 and

let t = 1 — 1/p. By Holder's inequality,

Hence

|«i»|'=   z o*,(,-"+1))ry,-"+1)/')/(i)
I=n

(00 \ (p /    oo \

n jy      oo

S |g(n)|p^ const.  Z    Z At|-"+1|/(/)|p
n = l n = 1   / = n

:£ const.   Z    Z p'
1=1    n=l

I-n+1 |/(D|f

= const.  Z |/(/)|p.
i = i

If h(n) is written as h(n) = Z?r¿ /i"",_1/(r) and if í = 1 - 1/p, then

/n-l \<p   /n-I-1(n-1 \lp   /n-I-1 \

|/(01'.
n-l

^ const.  Z /i""'
1 = 0

The proof is completed as in the previous case.

The last two results of this section will concern the more general system

(2.15) u(n + 1) = o(n)u(n) +f(n)(u(n) + v(n)),

(2.16) v(n + 1) = x(n)v(n) -f(n)(u(n) + v(n)),

where/(n) is non-negative and satisfies (2.3) and 0 — o(n) = x(n) for n = 0,1, — .

Lemma 2.4.    Let u(n) and v(n) be defined and non-negative for all n = n0,

and satisfy (2.15)-(2.16), (2.6) and

(2.17) 0 < K0 = (u(n) + v(n))l(u(n + 1) + v(n + 1)) = Kt

for n = n0. Put v(n) = x(ri) — o(n) and assume that Zv(n) is divergent. Finally

let
n + M i n + M

(2.18) lub
0¿M<co

n + M i n + M        \

Z  f(k)l  1 +   Z v(n)
*=n \ t=n /

0
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as n-*co. Set Ç(n) = u(n)/(u(n) + vin)). Then lim„_00Ç(n) exists and is zero

or one. Also, to any ô, e, 0 < £e ^ ô < e < 1, there corresponds an integer

N0 = iV0(<5,e) such that if n0 ̂  N0 and £(m0) g ô, then

(2.19) C(b) <efor all n = n0.

Proof. Upon multiplying (2.15) by u(n) and (2.16) by -uin) and adding the

resulting inequalities, one obtains

(u(n + 1) + vin + l))(«(n) + vin))Adn) =  -v(»)(ti(n) + t>(n))2£(n) (1 - f(n))

+ fin)iuin) + vin))2

and hence

AC(n) ̂ - K0v(n)C(n)(l - Ç(n)) + X,/(n),

where A£(n) = £(n + 1) — £(«)■ Let c = min (i^0¿ (1 — e), (e — S)). Choose

N0 = N0iS,B) so that fin) < iKy\e-ô) and £»£?/(*) < cXf^l + ^í^v(k))

for any integer M ^ 0 when n — N0. Let n0 ^ /V0, £(n0) ̂  ô, and suppose that

there exists an nt > n0 such that tin¡) ^ e. It can be assumed that Ç(n) < e

for n0^n<«i- Since A((n) ^ Kyfin) < He — <5) for n^JV0, there exists

an m, n0^m <nt, such that £(n) ^ ^¿ for m^n^ny and £(m) ^ <5.

Then if m g n < nl5 Ç(n)(l - Ç(n)) ̂  ¿<5(1 - e), so e - ô ^ C(nt) - Ç(m)

^ - K0¿(1 - e) S2-1 v(k) + K, j;:* fik)   but

- i/¡C0<5(l - b) " I v(k) + x/i /(fc) < c ̂  e - 5,

hence a contradiction.

To complete the proof, it will be shown that if (2.19) holds for any e < 1,

for all large n, then limsupÇ(n) = 0 as n -* co. If 1 > b = limsupÇ(n) > 0, then

necessarily lim inf £(n) > 0, for otherwise, (in) < ft/4 would hold for arbitrarily

large values of n, and hence, by the last part of the lemma £(n) < \b would hold

for all sufficiently large n. It would follow then that Ç(n)(l — £(")) = c0>0 for

all sufficiently large n, hence   A£(n) ̂  — c0K0v(n) + Kyfin). This yields

dn + M) - tin) + c0K0 "i v(fc) = Ky "i fik)
k=n k=n

for any M > 0 for all sufficiently large n. In view of the divergence of Sv(fc),

this contradicts (2.18).

If, as n -* oo,

(2.20) v(n) ~ const. n~1 for some positive const,

the following analogue of Lemma 2.3 holds for (2.15)-(2.16).,
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Lemma 2.5. Let u(n) and v(h) be defined, non-negative, and satisfy (2.15)-

(2.16), (2.6) and (2.17) for n = n0. Let x(n)>a(n) = 0 for n = 0, and

v(n) = x(n) — a(ri) satisfy (2.20). Assume that for some p, 1 ^ p < oo

(2.21) Z np-l\f(n)\p< oo.

Then the conclusion of Lemma 2.4 holds and either

(2.22) Z n_I|C(n)|p<oo

or

(2.23) Z if1 |l-C(n)|'< oo.

Proof. First it will be shown that the hypothesis of Lemma 2.4 is implied

by the hypothesis of Lemma 2.5. It is only necessary to verify that (2.20) and

(2.21) imply (2.18). By Holder's inequality,

n + M /n + M \t tn + M \l/p

Z/(k)g(Z »-MiZfi'-'l/OOl')   ,
k=n \k=n I   \*=n /

where í = 1 — 1/p, but

(n + M \l n+M

Z  n"1    ^1+ Z»"1.
t=n / k=n

Hence (2.18) follows from (2.20) and (2.21).

Suppose that Ç(n) -+ 0 as n -*■ oo, then for sufficiently large n, £(«) satisfies

At(n)£-K2n-K(n) + KJ(n),

where K2 > 0. For some c> 0 and for large n,

n~cAnc m n~c((n + l)c - n^ = K2n~x;

therefore

A(ncC(n))èKincf(n)

for large n. Hence

*=no

for n0 large and n > n0. In view of Minkowski's inequality; (2.22) follows if

it is shown that

(2.24) Z     iT^S   (k/n)c/(k)l < oo.
n=no+l t=no
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By Holder's inequality,

"Ï (klnYf(k)]" f¿ \ '£ (kln)cY      "iik/nY|/(fc)|'
l_k = n0                       J Lk = no              J          t=»o

p-c-2

¡V-l

^ const, n"-1   I ikln)c\fik)\p.
k=no

Therefore

JV r   n-l -îp JV-1 IV

I    n_1    L(fc/n)c/(fc)     ^ const.   1 \fik)\"kc    £   n
n=no+l L*=«o J fc = no «=fc+l

W-l

^ const.    I fcp_1|/(fc)|p,

and (2.24) follows.

The proof of (2.23) when Ç(n) -* 1, n -* oo, is similar.

3.   Logarithmic scale.   In the system of ordinary difference equations

(3.1) y(n + l) = Jy(n)+f(n,y(n)),

where y and / are d-vectors (with complex-valued components), let the d x d

matrix J be in a Jordan canonical form, say, with g blocks. For n = 0,1,2, •••,

let the function f(n, y) be defined and continuous in y for | y | < c, where c is

some positive constant independent of n.

If X(l),X(2),-,X(g), with |A(l)|^|A(2)|^---^|A(g)|, are the eigenvalues

of the blocks of J, let the components of the vectors y and / be indexed so that

(3.1) can be written as a system of scalar equations of the form

(3.1,!) yJ1(n + l)  = X(j)yn(n)+fJ1(n,y(n)),

(3.1,.,) yikin + 1)   = XQ)yJkin) + yJk-\n) +/;k(n,y(n)), k = 2,-,h(j),

Let J = h-,g.

(3.2) p1<p2<-<pf

denote the/ distinct numbers among the | X(j) |. Let some m, 1 ^ m ^/ be chosen.

An integer j, 1 i£ j g g, will be designated by p = p(m), q = q(m), or r = r(m)

according as | X(j) \<pm,\ X(j) | = pm, or | X(j) \ > pm.

In terms of the notation just introduced, define Lma = Lma(y) for 1 ^ m Sf

and for 0 < a ^ 1 by

(3.3) Lma(y)=   £    £a*|jr*|-
q       fc = l

Put |y| =   Z/=iLji. The norm |/| of the vector /=/(n,y) will be defined as
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q HJ)

|/|= S     2|/*|.
j=i * = i

Theorem 3.1. Let fin,y) satisfy

(3.4) \fin,y)\l\y|->0 as in,y)->(oo,0).

Let

(3.5) p-fT<l.

If n is any number such that 0 < n < 1 then there exist positive numbers

ô = ¿(f/) and N = N(n) sucft that for any set of Ert(p) + 2/i(<jf) numbers

yg* and y<f satisfying
h(p) h(q)

(3.60 S   2 |vopk| = «22 \yf\,
p   >  k = l q       k = l

Hi)

(3.62) 0 <  S    2 |y?|<<5,
4      t = l

í/iere exists, for any n0> N, a solution y = y0(«) of (3.1), defined for n^ n0

and satisfying the incomplete set of initial conditions

(3.70 yp\n0) = y0"\

(3.7a) y4T«o)  = jtf.

and suc/i ínaí

(3.8) lim |yo(n)|1/n = p.
n->oo

Further, if p > 0, or more generally if y0in) does not vanish identically for

large n, then

(3.9) Ljiy0in)) = oiLmiy0in)))       as n -> co ifj^m.

The proof is facilitated by redefining/(n,y) in the following manner:

For any k>0, there exists, by (3.4), a positive number ¿0 = ¿0(/c), and a

positive integer N0 = N0ik) such that for n _ N0 and | y | = ô0, | /(n, y) | < fc | y |.

For some k, to be specified later, let/(n,y) be redefined, for each n _ N0, out-

side of j y | iS <50(/c) so as to be continuous in y and satisfy

(3.10) \fin,y)\<k\y\ for all y,

and

(3.11) /(n,y) = 0for |y|^A,

for some constant A > <50. Let (3.1') denote the equation (3.1) with / redefined

as above. Because /is now defined for all y, for n = N0, any solution of (3.1')

beginning at some n0 ^ N0 exists for all n^n0.
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When m =/there is only one possible y0(n), since in this case (3.7) forms a

complete set of initial conditions. (Unique determination of solutions of (3.1')

by initial conditions can fail in the sense that two solutions with distinct initial

values at n0 can coincide for n'^nl> n0, however, there can obviously be only

one solution of (3.1') defined for n^n0 and having a given set of initial values

at n0.) Thus, until specified otherwise, it is to be assumed that m </.

From (3.l'jk) it follows that if y = y(n) is a solution of (3.1') defined for

n ^ «0 ^ N0, then for any a, 0 < a ^ 1, and for 1 g i ^/, the following in-

equality holds
*(j)

(3.12) | Ldn +1) - plLta(n)| g aLia(n) +     Z       Z \fJk(n,y(n))\,
j=q{i)     *=1

where Lia(n) = Lla(y(ri)). For 1 g i ^/, put

(3.13) Mi(n) = Mia(n) = Z LJa(n) and Nt(n) = Nia(n) = Z LJa(n).
j=i ;=i

From (3.2) and (3.12) follow the inequalities

(3.14,.) Mi(n + 1) ^ i/"1 + a)M,(n) + |/(n,y(n))|,

(3.15,) Nt(n + 1) £ (p' - a)JV((n) - |/(n,y(n))|.

Since

(3.16) ly^l^a-^M^ + jV.-ín)),

in view of (3.10), these inequalities imply

(3.17() M¿(n + 1) g (pi_1 + a)M,(n) + ka-d(Mi(n) + JV/n)),

(3.18¿) Nin + 1) ^ (/ - û)JVf(n) - ka-^M^w) + NÁn)).

Let a > 0 be chosen so that

(3.19¡) pi_l +a<pf-a

for i = m, m + 1. On applying Lemma 2.1' to the system (3.17m+1)—(3.18m+1),

it follows that, given e > 0, if k is sufficiently small and if n0 ̂  N0(k), then

Nm+i("o) < eNm+1(n0) implies Nm+1(n) > 0 for n ^ n0, and

3.20) Mm+i(n)>eiVm+1(n)

for n ^ n0.

The following simple topological lemma will be used in proving the existence

of the solution y0(n).

Lemma 3.1.    Let y be a d-vector and let A be a nonsingular d x d matrix.

Let the d-vector valued function g(y) be defined and continuous for all y, and

satisfy
g(y) = 0for \y\^y,
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for some positive constant y. Then the mapping of the y-space into itself given by

(3.21) yi = Ay0 + g(y0)

is onto.

Proof. Let Ft(y) = Ay + tg(y), O^t^l. Let yi0be arbitrary, and consider

the mapping degree a[yi0,Fr] of F, at yl0, as defined, for example, in [7]. By

Theorem 5 and the remark at the end of §3 of [7], a[yi0,F0] = ± 1, hence

a[yi0,Fi] = ± 1 and it follows from the result just referred to that there exists

a y„ such that y10 = Ay0 + g(y0)-

Let yg* and ytf be given, satisfying (3.6X) for some r\, 0<r\<l, and (3.62)

(with 5 to be specified). Let n0 ^ N0(k), and let y(n,yr0k) denote the solution

of (3.1') satisfying (3.70, (3.72) and

yr*(«o) = yrok-

The mapping of the Z/i(r)-dimensional space of variables y'k into itself given by

y? = yrk(n0 + l,yok)

has, for any I > 0, the form (3.21), and because of (3.2) and (3.11), satisfies the

hypothesis of Lemma 3.1. It follows that for each / > 0, there exists a solution

of (3.1') satisfying (3.7i) and (3.72) and with

(3.22) yrk(n0 + l) = 0.

For each / > 0, let one such solution be chosen and denoted y = y,(n).

The auxiliary functions Mm+1(n) and Nm+1(n) associated with the solution

yt(n) must satisfy

(3.23) Mm + i(n)^eA7m + i(n)

for n0^n^n0 + I. For if (3.23) failed to hold for some n on this range, the

by the choice of k, (3.20) would hold at n = n0 + I, contradicting (3.22). From

(3.17m+i) and (3.23)

Mm+1(« + 1) ̂ (pm + a + ka'Xl + Ue))Mm+l(n),

for n0 ^ n ^ n0 +1. It may be supposed that fc and a are so small that

v = pm + a + ka~d(l +l/e) <1.

Then from

(3.24) Mm+1(n)^v"-"°Mm(n0)

for»o ^ n ^ n0 + /and (3.16), it follows that |y,(n)| ^ v"-"0a"<'il +l/e)Mm+1(n0),

for n0 Ú n g «o + '-But Mm+1(n0) ̂(l+r¡) Z| yf |, by (3.Ó!). Thus »Ô = S(n)

is chosen so that a~d(l + l/e)(l + r¡)0 < ö0, then, if y(n) = y,(«),
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(3.25) \yin)\<S0,

for n0^n^n0 + l.

From (3.25), it follows that there exists a subsequence of the y,in) (which

after renumeration can be supposed to be the full sequence) such that

y0in)= lim y¡in)
1-.00

exists for each n = n0. The auxiliary functions Mm+1in) and Nm+y(n) associated

with y0in) satisfy (3.23) and (3.24) for all n _ n0, and (3.25) holds for yin) = y0(n),

for all n = n0. The latter assertion implies that y0(n), which is certainly a solu-

tion of (3.1'), is indeed a solution of the original equation (3.1). The relations

(3.16), (3.23) and (3.24), for all n = n0 imply y0(")->0 as n-> co. This in turn

implies that |/(n,y0(n))| = /i(n)(Mm+i(«) + JVm+1(n)), where n(n)->0 as n-» co.

Replacing |/(n,y0("))| in (3.14m), (3.15m) by the term on the right in the above

inequality and applying Lemma 2.2 yields

(3.26) Nm+1in) = oiMm+yin))   as n -* oo

provided y0(«) + 0 for n > n0. This completes the proof of (3.9) in case m = l.

Suppose m > 1 and let M „In), Nm{n) be the auxiliary functions  associated

with a solution of (3.1') satisfying (3.7) and with the initial conditions subject

to (3.6!). Then Mm(n0) ^ r¡a~áLma(n0) and hence

(3.27) Mmin)ÚW-dNmin)

for n = n0. M „in) and JVm(n) satisfy (3.17m)-(3.18m) and a is such that (3.19J

holds. By Lemma 2.1', k can be chosen so small that n0 _ JV(k) and (3.27) for

n = n0 imply that Nmin) does not vanish for n — n0 and that (3.27) holds for

n = n0, since Nmin0) == 0 by (3.62).

If 1 < m </, let y0(n) be as above; if m =/(> 1), let y0(«) be the solution

of (3.1') determined by (3.6,). It is easy to see that in the latter case, for n0 large

and à small, y0(«) satisfies (3.25), and y0(n) -> 0 as n -* co. The solution y0(n)

of (3.1) satisfies (3.7) so y0(n) does not vanish and the associated auxiliary func-

tions MJji) and NJji) satisfy (3.27) for n = n0. As before, |/(n,y0(n))| in

(3.14m)-(3.15m) can be replaced by /i(n)(Mm(n) + iVm(n)), where /i(n)->0 as

n -*■ oo, and Lemma 2.1 applied to give

(3.28) Mm{n) = oiNJn))       as n -^ oo.

The relations (3.26) and (3.28) together if m </, or (3.28) alone if m =/(> 1),

yield (3.9). Of course (3.9) is vacuous if/= 1.

Since yoOO-^O as n-> oo, from (3.4), (3.9) and (3.12), one has, for large n

Lmain + l)/Lmain)^p+2a.

For some positive constant c0,
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Lma(n) ^ c0(p + 2a)n       for n i% n0,

and this implies that

lim sup \Lma(n)\Un^p+2a.
B-+00

Since

\y0(n)\   ^ a~d(l + o(l))Lma(n) as n->oo,

limsup|y0(n)|1/n  ^ limsup|Lma(n)|1/n,
n-»oo n-»oo

and since a can be taken arbitrarily small this implies

limsup|yo(n)|1/B ^ p.
n-»oo

When p > 0, the inequality

Lma(n + 1)/L,„» ^ p - 2a

leads in a similar way to

liminf|y0(n)| ^ p.
n-»oo

This proves (3.8).

4. A refinement. Let y0(n) be a nonvanishing solution of (3.1) satisfying

(3.9) (and hence (3.8)). From the proof just completed, it follows that there

exists a v,pm < v < 1, and a constant K such that | yô(n) | ^ Kv" for n^.n0. Put

h(n) =      lub    |/(»,y)|/|y|.
0<|j>|aKv"

It readily follows from (3.4) that h(n)-+0 as «-> co.Let 0(n) and ^(n) be pos-

itive majorants for h(n) satisfying respectively

(4.1) lim<p(n) = 0   and   liminf <p(n + I) ¡(p(n) = a> p
n-»oo n-»oo

and

(4.2) lim^(n) = 0   and   ip(n + 1) ̂  \¡/(n)   for   all   n ^ 0.
n-*oo

The assertion (3.9) of Theorem 3.1 can be refined as follows.

Corollary 4.1.   // y0(n) does not vanish for n "¡Z n0, then for j <m

(4.3) Lj(n)ILm(n) = 0(ip(n))       as n -+ oo,

and for j > m

(4.4) Lj(n)ILm(n) = 0(<p(n))       asn^œ.
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This result follows easily from the proof of Theorem 3.1 and the estimates

(2.11) and (2.14).

5. A converse of Theorem 3.1.   As a partial converse of Theorem 3.1, one has

Theorem 5.1. Letf(n,y) be as in Theorem 3.1. Let y = y(n) (^0)for large

n be a solution of (3.1) defined for all sufficiently large n and such that

(5.1) y(n)->0       as n-+ oo,

then  there  is  an  integer m0, 1 úm0Sf,  such  that p = pm° ̂  1, and (3.8)

and (3.9) hold with m = m0.

Proof. Consider the case/> 1. Choose a (>0) so small that Lemma 2.2

is applicable to (3.14m)-(3.15m). Applying the lemma, one concludes that for

each m = 1, •••,/, the auxiliary functions Mm(n) and Nm(n) associated with y(n)

satisfy, as n -» oo, either

(5.2i) Mn(n) = o(Nm(n))

or

(5.22) Nm(n) = o(Mm(n)).

Let m0 be either the largest integer for which (5.2i) holds or 1 if (5.2X) holds

for no value of m. Then, the pair of relations (5.2J for m0 and (5.22) for m0 4-1

if/> m0 > 1, the relation (5.22) for m0 + 1 if m0 = 1, or the relation (5.2X)

for m0 if m0 =/, implies (3.9). As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, (3.9) implies

(3.8) and (3.8), (5.1) for m = m0 imply pm° ̂  1.

The case /= 1 is trivial.

6. Asymptotic formulae. Let some m, 1 ^ m ^/, be chosen. Let h^ de-

note the maximum multiplicity of the elementary divisors of J, the corresponding

eigenvalues of which have absolute value pm. In terms of the notations and con-

ventions of §3,

(6.1) h* = maxh(q).
i

The main result of this section is the following

Theorem 6.1.   Let m, 1 ̂  m g/, be such that p = pm satisfies

(6.2) 0 < p < 1.

Let h0 be any number satisfying

(6.3) K g h0,

and let j0 be some integer such that
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(6.4) 0^Jo<A*.

For each n ^ 0 let f(n,y) be defined and continuous in y for \y\é const. Let

there exist, for each n ^ 0, a scalar function (j>(n,r), defined and continuous

in r for |r|^ const., and having the following properties

(6.5) <l>(n,r) is nondecreasing in r for each n,

(6.6) £p~V°"Jo~ V(«, const.nJop") < oo for every const. > 0,

and such that

(6-7) \fin,y)\á<Kn,\y\).

For each q, let liq) and kiq) denote the least and greatest integers, if any,

satisfying

(6.8) 1 Í liq) S kiq) Ï min(n(q),A0 -j0), and A(g) - l(q) g j0.

Let a set of numbers cqk, where l(q) = /c ̂  k(q), be given, and not all 0. Then

there exists a solution y = y(n) of (3.1), defined for all large n, and satisfying

the asymptotic formula

(6.90 yJkin) = oini-ho+}opn)       if j * q,

and
k(q)

(6.90 f\n) =    £ c"Cnik.tX"-k+iiq) + c*«»-»-* V),
i=l(q)

where Cnk = nl/klin — k)\ is the binomial coefficient.

In particular, the hypothesis of the theorem is satisfied if (6.7) holds for some

(¡>in,r) having the form

(6.10) c¡>(n,r) = iP(n)r,

where

(6.11) £ nÄ0"V(«)<°o-

For convenience in the proof it will be assumed that for all n ^ 0, f(n,y) is

defined and continuous for all y, and that (f)(n,r) is defined, continuous, and

monotone in r for all r > 0. It will be clear from the proof that this involves

no loss of generality.

Let yj = iyJ1,-,yjhU)), and f\n,y) = ifnin,y),-JMJ)in,y)) for j=\,-,g,

(2.1) can then be written

(6.127) An + 1) = J(j)ñn) + fJ(n, y(n)),      j = \,-,g,

where J(j) is the jth block of J belonging to the eigenvalue X(J).

First the system will be transformed by a linear change of variable y(n)=Min)zin)
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so as to diagonalize the linear part of (6.12;). The change of variables will be

made in two steps. Let w\n) = iwnin),••■,w]hU)in)), j = l,---,g be defined by

(6.13y) y\n) = w\n)       if j * q,

(6.13,) y\n) = (J(g))nr"(g)w».

Component-wise (6.13) takes the form

(6.13,*) f\n) =  i C^X-^Xq^Xn).

It is immediate from (6.13,) that (6.12,) is thus transformed to

(6.14,) w\n + 1) = Xiq)w\n) + A"+*(«) (/(«))""-V^,y(n)).

The second step is the following, let

(6.15) wjkin) = n'-'z^in),       k = l,-,ft(/)  if J * «,

(6.16) wq\n) = nk-ßzqkin)       if k < /(a) or k > kiq),

(6.17) wq\n) = zq\n)       if   /(a) ^ k ^ kiq),

where ß = hQ- j0. The transformed system has the form

(6.18) z\n + 1)   = in/in + 1))J ""./(/M«) + gJin,zin)),       j * q,

(6.19) zq\n + 1) = in/in+ l))k-ßXiq)zqkin)+gqkin,zin)),ifk<liq) or k>kiq),

(6.20) zq\n + 1) =  Xiq)zq\n) + gqkin,zin)),    if   /(a) = fc = kiq).

If j 7e q, g\n, z) = (l/(n + l))1 ~ßf\n, M{n)z). The fcth component of the vector

(l(a))"+1(Jr(g))"n-1/?(n,y) is 2î.i(-l)*-'Ci_i+BBA*-'(9)/a'(B,y), so upon ob-

serving that Ct_i+„ „ = Oink ') as n -* oo, it follows easily that

| gq\n,z)\   ^ const. ( E nt_i[/ai(n,M(n)z)|) if /(g) ^ k = fc(g) and

| gq\n,z)\   = const. ( I „^-«(/^(„^A^(„)z) A if fc < /(g) 0r k > kiq).

Since kiq) 5¡ /?, one has

(6.21) \gin,z)\ ^const.np_1|/(n,M(n)z)|.

Notice, however, that for /(g) = fc = kiq),

(6.21') |^*(n.z)| =const.n*_1l/(n,M(n)z)|.

Let siq,k) be defined for 1 _ k = «(g), as follows, s(g,fc) = 0if /(g) _ k ^ k(g),

s(g,k) = k — ß otherwise. Using (6.5), one obtains for each q, for k,i = 1, •••,/i(g),

k — i + s(g, i) í¡;0. Since CBiik_| » Oink~'), as n -* oo, combining (6.16)—(6.17)
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with (6.13?fc) yields

''(4)

Z    Z \yqk\^const.nJ°\z\.
q      lt = l

The formulae (6.13j) and (6.15), together with the above imply

(6.22) |M(n)z\ ^ const.nJo\z\.

Let c0 and ct be the constants of (6.21) and (6.22), respectively. Let

(6.23) ip(n, r) = c0nß~ V(n, ct nhr),

by (6.21) and (6.22)

(6.24) \g(n,z)\ïip(n,\z\),

and by (6.21') and (6.22)

(6.25) | gqk(n,z)\ ^ nk-"ip(n, \ z |),       if l(q) Ú k g k(q).

Let two numbers K0 and Kt be given, with

(6.26) 0<K0< 2Z\cqk\ <Kt.

For all n ^ 0, redefine g(n,z) for | z| < K0p" and for \z\ > Kip" so as to satisfy

(6.27) |g(n,z)|<;>Kn,K1pn),

and

(6.28) g(n,z) = 0if |y|^2K1p" or if \y \ ^ ^KoPn.

Let (6.18'M6.19')-(6.20') denote the system (6.18)-(6.19)-(6.20) with g(n,z)
redefined as above. With each solution z(n), of the redefined system, will be

associated auxiliary functions u(n), v(n) and w(n) defined as follows

(6.29) u(n)= Mma(n)+ Z      Z \zqk(n)\,
q      k>k(q)

*=*<«)

(6.30) v(n) =   Z     Z    \zqk(n)\,
q      *='(«)

(6.31) w(n)  = iVm+lfl(n)+  Z      Z   \zqk(n)\,
q        k<l(q)

where a > 0 and Mma and Nma are defined by (3.13). One has thus

| z(n)\ i£ a~d(u(n) + v(n) + w(n)). The function g(n,z), when redefined to satisfy

(6.27) and (6.28), satisfies

\g(n,z)\l\z\^2Kölp-^(n,KlPn).
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Put

(6.32) $(n) = 2a-dK0-1p~nyr'(n,KipH).

Upon observing that k - ß ^ — 1 when k < l(q) and ^ 1 when fc > k(q), it fol-

lows from (6.18')-(6.19')-{6.20'), provided a is sufficiently small, that u(n), v(n)

and w(ri) satisfy

(6.33) u(n + 1)  = (n/(n + l))pu(n) + $(n)(u(n) + v(n) + w(n)),

(6.34) |ü(n + l)-pi;(n)|  = $(n)(u(n) + v(n) + w(n)),

(6.35) w(n) = ((n + l)/n)pw(«) - $(n)(u(n) + v(n) + w(n)).

Put

(6.36i) «i(«) = "(").   ^i(n) = v(n) + w(ri),

(6.362) û2(n) = u(n) + v(n),   ö2(n) = w(n),

(6.37i) <Ti(«) = (n/(n + l))p,       r,(n) = p,

(6.372) a2(n) = p,     x2(n)   =   (n + l/«)p.

From (6.33)-(6.34)-(6.35), one obtains

(6.38¡) ü¡(n + 1)  ^ ai(n)üi(n) + ij/(ri)(ü¡(n) + ô,(n)),

(6.39,) Di(n + 1)   ^ T,(n)û,(n) - ^(n)(úl(n) + ¡*n)),

for / = 1,2. It follows from (6.32), (6.34), and (6.7) that T$(n)< oo; (6.37,)
implies that o¡(n) < x¡(n) and that Z[r,(n) — ct,(«)] is divergent, for i =1,2.

Since p > 0, the proof of Theorem 3.1 implies the existence of an integer N0

and constants L0,Li (0 < L0 < Lx) such that if n0 _ A70 and if Mm(n0) = 0, i.e.,

if

(6.40) zpk(no) = 0,       fc=l,-,Ä(j>),

but z(n0) # 0, then z(n) does not vanish for n _ n0 and, for all n _ «0,

L0 < (Mm(n + 1) + Nm(n + l))l(Mm(n) + Nm(n)) < Lv

This implies similar inequalities for pairs, ü¡(n), o¡(n) associated with a solution

z(n) satisfying (6.40). It will be assumed, in fact, that L0 and Lx are such that

if n _ n0, then for such pairs

(6.41) L0 < (w,(n + 1) + Di(n + l))l(ü,(ri) + ß,(n)) < Li

for i = 1,2. Let e, 0 < e < 1, be given and choose Nx = N0, by Lemma 2.4,

so that if i = 1 or 2, n0 _ Ni, ü¡(n) and ¿3,(n) are defined for n = n0, and satisfy

(6.38,), (6.39,) and (6.41), and if ü¡(n0) < ie,(«¡(no) + ü,(n0)), tae>a
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(6.42,) ü¡in) < efain) + Un))

for n — n0, where ex = \e2 = £e.

Let n0 ^ Ny be fixed. By Lemma 2.1 there exists, for each v = n0, a solution

Zyiri) satisfying (6.40)

(6.43) zq\n0) = 0,       k>kiq),

(6.44) zqkiv) = cqkX\q),       liq) = k = kiq)

and

(6.45) zJkiv) = 0 if j■ = r, or if k < /(g).

The auxiliary functions w¡(n), ̂(n), i = 1,2, satisfy (6.41) for n ^ n0, hence, since

"i("o) = 0> (6.42j) holds, for n = n0. On the other hand, ¡52(v) = 0, so it must

be the case that

(6.46) w2(n) = e(ö2(n) + ü2(n)),

for n0 = n < v. The relations (6.42) and (6.46) for n0 — n<v, imply, if e is suf-

ficiently small,

(6.47) uin) £ \ô vin) and w'n) = i«5 vin)

for n0—^n = v, where ô = ¿(e) > 0. The inequalities (6.47), combined with (6.34),

yield,

(6.48) | vin + 1) - pvin) | = i?(n)(l + S)o(n),

for n0 ̂  n - v. If n is on the latter range, (6.48), (6.44) and (6.25) imply

(6.49) K0LTl < p-nvin) < KyL

where L= expfconst. Z„"„0^(n)), the const. (> 0) depending only on p, d, and

a bound for $(n). The relations (6.47) and (6.49) imply in particular that zv(n0)

is bounded independently of v. From (6.20), (6.25) and (6.49) one has, if

liq)Zk = kiq),

\zfin + 1) - Xiq)zf | Ú nk-ß$in)il + S)KyLpn,

for n0 ̂  n ^ v. It follows that

I A"~ W(v) - zfin)\  = Ï p-"-1! z?(i + 1) - A(g)zf(/)|
> = i

=   p'-'KyLil+ô)     £   f*-'^i).
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Because of (6.44) this yields

(6.50) | zf(n) - cqkX\q) | = p^K.UX + 5) Z ¡»"'¡Ri),
i — n

if «o = n = v, for l(q) = fc = k(q).

Continuous dependence on initial conditions for solutions of (6.18')—(6.19')

-(6.20') and the boundedness of zv(n0) for v ^ n0 implies the existence of an

increasing sequence of integers v(k) such that

(6.51) z(n)= lim zm(n)
k->oo

exists for each n _ n0. The function z(n) defined by (6.51) is a solution of

(6.18')-(6.19')-(6.20') and the associated auxiliary functions u(n), v(n) and w(n)

are the limits of the respective auxiliary functions associated with the zvW(n).

It follows that the auxiliary functions for z(n) satisfy (6.47) for all n^n0. In

view of the definitions (6.36J, (6.362), it follows, on applying Lemma 2.4 to the

systems (6.38,)-(6.39,), i = 1,2, that

(6.52) u(n) = o(v(n)),       w(n) = o(i>(n)),       as n -* oo.

Finally (6.50), for each v^«0, implies that z(n) satisfies

(6.53) zqk(n) = cqk(X(q))n + o(nk'ßp"),       as n -+ oo,

for l(q) _ k ^ k(q). The latter relation, together with (6.52) and (6.26) imply

that for large n, K0 <p~"\z(n)\ <KU so that z(n) is, for large n, a solution

of the original system (6.18)-(6.19)-(6.20).

It readily follows from (6.52), (6.53) and the definition of M(n), that the solu-

tion y(n) = M(n)z(n) of (6.12) satisfies (6.9).

7. The linear case. The condition on f(n,y) in Theorem 6.1 is essentially

invariant under a change of dependent variable of the form y(n) = Ay(n), where

A is a nonsingular constant matrix. Hence, to check the condition it is not neces-

sary to have J in a lordan normal form. If however J is in such a form, and in

particular when/(n,y) is linear in y, i.e., in the notation of §3,

(7.1) fJk(n,y) =    Z    X yjkßV(n)f\
¡1 = 1   v = l

then the condition on f(n,y) can be relaxed somewhat. Suppose that for some

pair (qk) = (q0k0)> one has

(7.2) c4°*°=l,       cqk = 0       if   (qk) * (q0ko).

Take j0 = h(q0) - k0, so that ß = h0- h(q0).+ k0. Let l(q0) = k(q0) = k0. If ß

is not an integer, let k(q) and l(q) remain undefined for q =£ q0, if ß is an integer,
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and h(q) ̂  ß, let l(q) = k(q) = ß. For those q for which h(q) < ß, l(q) and k(q)

will be undefined in any case. Make the change of variable y(n) = M(n)z(n),

where M(n) is as in §6, with ß, l(q) and k(q) as above. The function g(n,z) in the

resulting system (6.18)-{6.19)-{6.20) will have the form

(7.3) g^X^z) =  £    £ |^v(»)z"v.
»1 = 1   v = l

The proof given in §6 will work if

(7.4) £|fr;*Mv(n)|<°°,       for each (jkpv),

and

*o-*(«o)

(7.5) £   |g,oko„v|<°o,      for each (pv).
n

This will be the case if

(7.6) £ | yjkfiv(n) | „«(««-««*)+«(«) (*<>-<«*» < œ

holds for each (jkpv), where e(jk) is k or 1 according as ; = q or j # q, and e(j)

is 1 or 0 according as j = q0 or j ,£ ̂ 0. Thus when (7.1) and (7.6) hold, (3.1) has

a solution y = y(n) satisfying (6.9), where cqk are as in (7.2).

For the dth order scalar difference equation

(7.7) A"x(n) + ai(n)Ad-1x(n) 4- ••• + ad(n)x(n) = 0,

where A*x(n) = £f=0( — l)k~'Ckix(n + i), the above remark has the following im-

plication. If

(7.8) £nJ'_1|a»|< oo

for j = !,•-•,d, then for each k0 = 0,!,••-,d— 1 (7.7) has a solution x = x(n)

satisfying

A*x(«) = Cn k0_k + oink°-k)     fovO^ki k0,

and

A*x(«) = oinko~k)    for fe0 < k g d - 1.

The equation (7.7) is equivalent to the case of (1.10), where the roots of the cha-

racteristic equation satisfy Xi = X2 = ■•■ = Xd = I. Any case of (1.10) for which

the characteristic equation has a single nonzero root of multiplicity d may be

reduced to this case by a change of variable. If (7.7) is written in the form (1.10),

then for the conclusion above to remain valid it is in general necessary to require

00

£ n'-'lbjin^KK,
for j = \,--,d.
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8. A converse of Theorem 6.1. Theorem 6.1 admits the following partial

converse :

Theorem 8.1. Let p = pm satisfy (6.2). Let /i„ be defined by (6.1) and let

h0 satisfy (6.3). For each n ^ 0, let f(n,y) be defined and continuous in y,for

| y\ _ const.(=4 0). Let there exist a function (¡>(n,r) defined for all n ^ 0 and

for small r _ 0,continuous in r for each n, and satisfying (6.7).Let <p(n,r) have

the form (6.10), where (6.11) holds, or let <p(n,r) satisfy, in addition to (6.5),

(8.1) 4>(n>r) is nondecreasing in n for each fixed r,

and in place of (6.6), for some S, 0 < ö < p

(8.2) Z(p - S)~nnha~ V(«,const.(p - Ô)") < oo,    for every const. > 0.

Let y = y(n) be a solution of (3.1) satisfying (3.8) and (3.9). Then for some

j0, 0 :g./0 < ft*, and some constants cqk not all 0, y satisfies the asymptotic

formula (6.9x)-(6.92).

An argument similar to one used in the proof below shows that (6.5), (8.1)

and (8.2) imply (6.6).

Proof. The first step of the proof consists of showing that (3.8) and (3.9)

imply

(8.3) S n*«*- » |/(n, X«)) | /1X«) | < »-

If (6.7), (6.10) and (6.11) hold, and if y(n) is any solution of (3.1) defined for all

large n and such that y(n) # 0 for large n, then (8.3) is immediate. It will be shown

that (8.3) is valid if y(n) satisfies (3.8) and (3.9) when (6.7), (6.5), (8.1) and (8.2)

hold.

Let (5 > 0 be such that (8.2) holds and let a(n) be the largest integer not ex-

ceeding [log(p — <5)]-1 log Lma(ii). It follows that

(8-4) Lma(n) £ (p - <5)"(n)

and

(8.5) u*j(»)r1£(P-«rww+1).

From (3.8) and (3.9) one has that for large n,

(8.6) a(n) = n.

By (3.3) and (3.9) there exists a positive constant K such that

(8.7) Lma(n)g|y(«)| = KLma(n),

so by (6.5), (8.1), (8.4), (8.5) and (8.6),
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(8.8) \fin,yin))\l\yin)\ = (p - <5)-Wn)+1V(a(n),X(p - <5)«w).

It follows from (3.8) and (8.7) that a(n) -* oo as n -* oo, hence by (8.2), the term

on the right of (8.8) tends to zero as n -* oo. In view of (3.12) and (8.7), this implies

that there exists a c > 0 such that for all sufficiently large n, AlogLma(«) < — c.

This in turn implies that there exists a positive integer 5\ such that the integral

valued function a(n) takes any given value at most Si times, and that

a(tt) ~ const.« as n-» oo. These facts and (8.2) imply the convergence of

I ip - ö)-*Mnh°--l<piain),Kip - <5)*(n)),

which together with (8.8) implies (8.3).

Let/(n,y) = (/1(«,y),-,/d(n,y)), and let y = iy1,---,yd). For large n, define

a matrix T(n) as follows

(8.9) yJkin) =f\n, yin))y\n)\ \ yin) \2,

where the bar denotes complex conjugation. By (8.3), T(«) satisfies

(8.10) £ n"0'11 Tin) \ < oo,

so Theorem 6.1 is applicable to the linear system

(8.11) y(n + l) = G/ + r(n))y(n).

The function yin), being a solution of (3.1), satisfies (8.11). The result follows

by applying Theorem 6.1 to (8.11) and using the superposition principle.

9. Variants for the linear case of (3.1). When/(n,y) has the form (7.1), one can

obtain results concerning the asymptotic behavior of solutions of (3.1) under

conditions different from those in Theorem 3.1. Theorems 9.1 and 9.2 below

are, respectively, the analogues of (i) and (ii) of [5].

Theorem 9.1.   In (3.1) let fin, y) be linear

(9.1) /W)=  2 yuin)yJ,       i = l,-,d,

where y = iy1,--,yd) and /=(/1, •••,/). Let A(l), ■••,A(J) be the d eigenvalues

of J, and let there exist an m, 1 ^ m ^ d, with the property that X(m) ¿ 0,

and i ,¿ m implies | A(i) | # | A(m)|. Finally, for some a on the range 1 ^ a £ 2,

let

(9.2) 2 |yy(it)|'<oo,

for each i,j = l,---,d. Then (3.1) possesses a solution y(n) = (y1(w),•••,y',(n)),

defined for all large n, such that as n-* co
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(9.3) ym(n)~n(^)+Tn,»),

and

(9.4) \yXn)\ = o(\ym(n)\)      iff* m.

Proof. The existence of y(n) (=£0) satisfying (9.4) follows from Theorem 3.1.

Lemma 2.3 and the proof of Theorem 3.1 imply in fact that \y'(n) | /1 ym(n) \ e V

for iVm. The latter relation and 1 ̂  a ^ 2, l\o + 1/tr' = 1 give

(9.5) | y\n) \ /1 ym(n) \ e V    for i # m.

One can write

(9.6) ym(n + l)/ym(n) = (X(m) + ymm(n))(l + tp(n)),

where .

<Kn) = ( Z ymi(n)yi(n)lym(n))!(X(m) + ymm(n)).
\i*m /

By Holder's inequality  Z¡?tmy„,¡(n)y'(n)/ym(«)eí1, and hence so is <p(n). Thus

the infinite product  \\ (1 + </>(«)) is convergent and (9.3) follows from (9.6).

Theorem 9.2. Let h* be defined by (6.1); q0 a particular value of q, where

P = \Ko)\ > 0; k0 an integer satisfying 1 ̂  k0 ̂  h(q0). Let h0 be a number

satisfying (6.3) and let

(9.7) ß-k^0   i/l = fc= h(q) and q j= q0,

where ß = h0 — h0(q0) + k0. Letf(n,y) satisfy (7.1), and for some a, 1 ̂  a ig 2,

Jef

(9.8) Z |y^v(n)|ffnff{e("v)-£°'A:) + £(í[)(Ao-''(9o))}+,'-1<oo,

/or eac/i (jkpv), where E(jk),e(j) are as defined in §7. Then (3.1), (7.1) /jéis a

solution which satisfies, as n -> oo

(9.9i) y4*(n) = 0(nk~ßpa\ A(n)\)   ifq*q0orifk< k0,

(9.92) yqk(n) = Cn,k-ku(X(q)rk+k°A(n) + o(nk-"pn\ A(n)\) if q = q0 and k = fc0,

and

(9.93) yJk(n) - oin1 "V | A (n) |)       if j / «,

wftere

n -1  / to     /i(«o)

a(«)= n   1+ 2    2 (-^-'^.„„C.,.,-,,
/Q   JQ\ m=H0\ 1 = 1       V=llO

•^O^-^'-'^ovC«))-
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Proof. Make the change of variables of §7. One obtains thus a system of

the form (6.18)-(6.19)-(6.20), where gin,z) satisfies (7.3). From (9.8) it follows

that for each ijkpv)

00

(9.11) 2 n'-'lgj^]" < co,

and that for each (pv)

(9.12) S n°«°-«q°» + ''-l\gqokoll\<'< oo.

The proof of Theorem 6.1, with Lemma 2.4 replaced by Lemma 2.5, implies

that the system (6.18)-(6.19)-(6.20) has a solution z(n) such that zqok°in) ± 0

for large n,

(9.13) |z¡\n)\=o\zqokoin)|   as n-► oo,

and

(9.14) In_1| zJkin) / zqok\n) \<œ.

(Because of (9.7), vin), as defined by (6.30) satisfies t;(n) = |z,0*°(n)|, see

the definition of /(g). k(g) in §7.) The case g0fc0 of (6.20) can be written

(9.15) zq°k%n + 1) = (A(g) + gqokoqokoin) + 4>in))zq""%n),

where by (9.12), (9.14) and Holder's inequality

00

(9.16) S nho-hiqo)\(pin)\<œ.

An argument like that used in the proof of Theorem 9.1 gives

z"°»~(A(g0)r "fi (1 +iKqo)Tlgqokoq0ko(m));

in view of (9.16), this can be sharpened to

(9.17) zqak\n) = (A(g0))B "f\ (1 + WîoF'WoW)!1 + o(n*(«°>-*°)).

Since

*o     *(«o)

!«***,(») =22 i-Dk-iCko~i+n.nCa,y-koiXiq))2k°-v-igqillXn),
¿=1      V = *o

the formulae (9.9) follow from (9.13), (9.17) and the definition of the change

of variable yin) = M(n)z(w) of §7.

10. Applications to the scalar difference equation.   The following theorem of

Evgrabov [2], is an immediate corollary of Theorem 6.1.
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Theorem 10.1. Let the characteristic equation (1.11) of the difference equa-

tion (1.10) have d distinct, nonzero roots Xl,---,Xá. For j = l,--,d let ï,œ\b/n)\

< oo. Then for each j = l,--,d, (1.10) has a solution Xj, = Xj(n) satisfying

Xj(n) = X"j(l + o(l)) as n -+ oo.

The remainder of this section will be concerned with the second order difference

equation

(10.1) x(n + 2) + at(n)x(n + 1) + a2(n)x(n) = 0.

Rather than assuming that (10.1) is of the "almost constant coefficient" type

it will be assumed that for some n0,

(10.2) aj(n) #0       for n £ n0

and that,

(10.3) lim 4a2(n)/ûi(n)a1(n - 1) = p
n-»oo

exists. For n > n0, let a(n) be defined by

(10.4) 4a2(n)/ai(n)a!(n - 1) = p + a(n).

Theorem 10.2. Let (10.2) hold for some n0 and let there exist a constant p

such that (10.3), (10.4) and Z \a(n)\ < oo hold. Assume that p is neither 0 nor

1 and put v = (1 — p)1/2. Then (10.1) has solutions x±(n) satisfying respec-

tively, as n-* co,

x±(»)~(-j)"("ff«i(*))(i±v)r.

The case p = 1 generalizes the almost constant coefficient case of (10.1), where

the characteristic equation has a nonzero double root. For this case one has

Theorem 10.3. Let (10.2) and (10.3) hold. Assume that p = 1 and that a(n)

defined by (10.4) satisfies Z«|a(«)| < co. Then (10.1) has solutions xt(n) and

x2(n) satisfying respectively, as « -» oo

*t(») ~ (-jj "n fli(fc) and x2(n) ~ (-IJ i.ffa,(it).

Proof of Theorems 10.2 and 10.3    Put

(10.5) x(n) = I-¿\ (jj  ai(k)\u(n)      for n > n0.

Then (10.1) is transformed to

(10.6) u(n + 2) - 2«(n + 1) + (p + a(n))u(n) = 0.
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The characteristic equation of (10.6), when p ^ 1 has the roots (1 ± v) and Theorem

10.2 follows from Theorem 10.1 and (10.5). When p = 1, (10.6) may be written

A2u(n) + a(n)u(n) = 0, i.e., the case d = 2 of (7.7) and Theorem 10.3 follows

from (10.5) and the remarks in §7. When (10.2) holds and p = 0, then (10.5)

and Theorem 6.1 applied to (10.6), imply that (10.1) has a solution xx(n) which

satisfies as n -* oo

Xi(n)~(-1)B n«iw-

By Theorem 3.1 (10.2) also has a solution x2 = x2(n) such that as n-> oo

x2(n) = o(a"|xi(n)|)

for any a, 0 < a < 1, Theorem 6.1 yields no additional information concerning

this solution.

For the "almost constant coefficient" case of (10.1), (10.2) and

£|bi(»)|<00 for i = l,2, (or £°°n | í>¡(n)| < oo for i = 1,2), where

biin) = iJ;(n) -lim„_00iii(n), imply £|a(n)| < oc, (or 2°°« | a(n) | < oo). Thus

with the possible exception of the case where \imn^mai(n) = 0, the applications

of Theorem 6.1 to the almost constant coefficient case of (10.1) are contained in

Theorems 10.2 and 10.3 and the remark above concerning the case p = 0. If

lim„_œai(n) = 0, then the characteristic equation has two nonzero roots X, and

—X, or a double root 0. The former case is contained in Theorem 10.1, but

Theorem 6.1 states nothing in general concerning the second case.

The application of Theorems 9.1 and 9.2 to equation (10.1) yields

Theorem 10.4. Let (10.2) and (10.3) hold. Assume that p is neither 0 nor

a real number greater than 1. For some a, 1 ^ o ^ 2, let a(n) in (10.4) satisfy

(10.7) £ |a(n)|'<oo.

Then (10.1) has solutions x±(n) satisfying respectively, as n->oo,

x±in) = (-ij n (aÁk)ií ± v + a(/c)/2v)).

If p is real and p > 1, the conclusion remains valid i/(10.7) is replaced by the

stronger condition
OO

(10.8) £ |a(n)|V_1<oo,

where 1 ;£ a :£ 2 and t > a.

The first case of this theorem (i.e., where p real implies p # 0 and p < 1) was

proved by W. Ford [3] for a(n) having the form a(n) = p/nll2+â + 0(n) where

0 < S ^ £ and £ 10(n)| < oo. He also proves that if a(n) is of this form, p is

real, and p>l, so that |l —v| = [l+v|, then the result  remains valid if
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11 - v + p/2vn1/2+á| = 11 + v - /i/2vnl/2+i | for all large n, i.e., if p is real.

Proof of Theorem 10.4. After making the change of variables (10.5), write

(10.6) as a system

(10.9) M» + i)\/o IN   M»)\

\v2(n + l)J       Vv2-l-a(n)   2/    \v2(n)/'

where (v1(n),i;2(n)) = (u(n),u(n + 1)). Put

fwl(n)\      ^  f      1 1     \     /»»x

Vw2(«)7      2v V-(v-l)    v + iy    V(n)/'

so that (10.9) transforms to

(ioio)     (wl(n + v>\     fl~v + a(")/2v    a(")/2v \ /wl(")\

\ w2(n + 1)/       \-a(n)/2v 1 + v - a(n)/2v /   \w2(n) J '

The first part of the theorem follows by an application of Theorem 9.1 to (10.10).

If p > 1, and (10.8) holds, then the system (10.10) satisfies the hypothesis

of Theorem 9.2 (h0 may be taken to be x/o > 1, so (9.7) holds). The result fol-

lows by an application of that theorem.

Finally, as an analogue of Theorem 10.3, one has

Theorem 10.5. Let (10.2) and (10.3) hold. Assume that p = 1 and that

a(n) in (10.4) satisfies Z00|a(n)|'Tn2('-1 < cc for some a and x, where 1 ^ a ^ 2.

Then (10.1) has solutions x¡(n) and x2(n) satisfying respectively, as n-»oo,

*i(») ~(-|)("n «i(fe)(i+(fc + IM*»).

x2(n)~(-5)n«(n«i(fc)(l-ka(/c))).

Proof. Make the change of variables (10.5), then the resulting equation

(10.6) is equivalent to the system

fv\n + l)\        A    -a(n) \  ^v\n)\

\ v2(n + l)J = \l I    ) \v2(n)J '

where (vl(n),v2(n)) = (u(n + 1) — u(n),u(n)). Taking h0 = x\a as before, the

hypothesis of Theorem 9.2 is satisfied by the above system. An application of

that theorem implies that (10.6) has solutions t<i(w) and u2(n) satisfying re-

spectively, as n -> oo,

n-l n-l

ui(n) ~ n (1 + (fc + l)a(fe)) and ui(n) ~ n r¡ (1 - ka(k)).

The conclusion of the theorem follows from (10.5).
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